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Abstract: The paper reports the outline of advanced development of small horizontal axis wind turbine with double 
pitch mechanism.The contents of development are described by the following. 
(1) The wind turbine has no gear box, namely, the turbine rotor is directly connected to the generator. 
(2) The diameter of turbine rotor is enlarged from about 3.0m to 3.55m.The diameter becomes large to 
0.5m.As the result,The starting wind speed is improved to 2.0m/s?2.5m/s. 
(3) The special aerofoil setions for the horizontal axis wind turbine are applied to one of parts of the 
blade. 
(4) The generator is multi-poles generator made from many permanent magnets. 
(5) The rotation speed of wind turbine is passively controlled by special double pitch control mechanism 
with variable wind speed, and the excessive rotation speed more than 350rpm can be save. 
(6) The pole of wind turbine can be rotated by 90 degree in vertical plane to save the wind turbine 
against typhoon attack more than about 40m/s. 
Keywords: small wind turbine, horizontal axis wind turbine,double pitch control system, automatical variable pitch 
control mechanism 
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? Flexible rod 
? Hub 
? Flexible rod 
? Spring 
? Main shaft 





? Rotation meter 
? Turn bearing 
? Slipring 
? Caible connector 
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